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DEDICATE STRESSGARD®
No matter what challenges your greens and fairways face throughout the year, Bayer is ready with the
right answer for your turf’s needs. Dedicate® Stressgard® fungicide delivers exceptional protection against
all major snow moulds in Canada, while also offering preventative control of in-season diseases such as
summer patch, anthracnose, dollar spot, and leaf spot.

es.bayer.ca

@BayerGolfCA

1-888-283-6847
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS.
Bayer, the Bayer Cross and Annihilator POLYZONE are trademarks of Bayer.
01/21-75306
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An Exercise in Self Care

With all of the stress life can cause, and the difficulties this
pandemic has caused, a focus on self-awareness helps to
mitigate many forms of anguish we face.

The Nest - Part 2
Here we sat, the only two members on staff during
the height of the pandemic with a full course to
maintain and now an additional 10-hole grow-in.
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CONNECT to
Upcoming technologies
Simplified upgrades
A partner dedicated solely to irrigation

the FUTURE

“One of the nice things about our 20-year partnership with Rain Bird has been
the ability to evolve as we go. We can run our IC System™ and satellites with
the same Central Control. They definitely give us the flexibility we need.”
Chris Dalhamer, Director of Golf Course Maintenance | Pebble Beach Golf Links
Discover the benefits of a Rain Bird system at rainbird.com/TheFuture.
Rain Bird is the Official Turf Irrigation Supplier of Pebble Beach Resorts®. Pebble Beach®, Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Pebble Beach Resorts®, The Lone Cypress™,
The Heritage logo and their underlying distinctive images are trademarks, service marks and trade dress of Pebble Beach Company. Used by permission.
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president’s report

John Mills,
Northumberland Links Golf Course

The AGSA held its 2021 AGM on April 29th via Zoom. At the meeting the accountant’s annual statements for 2020
were reviewed and accepted. All in all, the AGSA saw a deficit of $4,841 for the fiscal year ending December 31.
2020. Overall, we are pleased with the result considering the pandemic and the cancellation of the scramble. I
invite everyone to look at the statements and pass along any questions that you may have. These statements are
commissioned by you the members as your way of holding the AGSA Board of Directors accountable.
After 4 years of service to the AGSA Board, Nadine Shafer choose to step down to pursue other volunteer activities
in her community. I would at this time like to thank Nadine for her contributions to the Board. She will be replaced
by Pascal Richard in the position of Treasurer. I would also like to welcome Colton Parsons to the Board of Directors
as the Industry Representative.
I would like to wish everyone an awesome spring getting their golf courses open for the season. Given the current
situation with pandemic in some parts of our region I will encourage everyone to be safe and to follow all Health
and Safety guidelines.
Thank You,
John Mills
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MT200 Flex-Verticutter

GT230 HiSpeed-Corer

Veseys Equipment is pleased to partner with MAREDO® a company that develops
innovative machines for your turf maintenance. Using MAREDO machines will help
you to maintain your turf faster (less shut down time) and with less effort (using
new technologies).This will increase your quality maintenance level and drop your
maintenance costs. Shown, the MT200 Flex-Verticutter, a versatile behind tractor
verticutter and scarifying machine; the GT230 HiSpeed-Corer, transforms your
greens mower into a special coring machine, which removes thatch ; and the
GT410 VibeSpiker-Seeder, transforms your greens mower into a vibe-spiker-seeder.

1-866-455-8873
www.veseysequipment.com

GT410 VibeSpike-Seeder
MARKET FARM
EQUIPMENT LTD.

SOLUTIONS

LOW
N
™
High Energy
The vitality of turf plants and their key functions are dependent on the energy reserves they
have. Sunlight, CO2, chlorophyll content, water and plant stress all impact how much energy is
produced through photosynthesis. Additional nitrogen will cause the plant to consume more
stored energy than desired. Turf Fuel’s Low N - High Energy program maximizes energy levels.

RECOMMENDED

ELEMENT 6®
3 ﬂ.oz / 1,000 ft2

Provides turf with the components needed
for strength conditioning, trafﬁc tolerance,
drought tolerance and biotic stress
tolerance. Powered by university proven
NUTRIFENSE® technology.

VERTICAL™
3 ﬂ.oz / 1,000 ft2

A complete plant and soil health
supplement. VERTICAL™ contains a
proprietary sugar extract speciﬁc to
enhance plant and soil health. By
energizing the soil, more CO2 is liberated to
fuel photosynthesis.

PRODUCT RATE
RECOMMENDATIONS
7 DAY INTERVAL Intense Stress Times
Apply 1.5 ﬂ.oz of Element 6, VERTICAL and
Minors Fuel Kelp. 0.01 lbs N/ 1000ft2
14 DAY INTERVAL - Maintenance
Apply 3 ﬂ.oz of Element 6, VERTICAL and
Minors Fuel Kelp. 0.03 lbs N/ 1000ft2

Element 6

Minors Fuel Kelp

MINORS FUEL KELP®
3 ﬂ.oz / 1,000 ft2

Contains a complete micronutrient combination
to ensure the plant always has the nutrients
essential for chlorophyll formation. The high
dose of sea kelp delivers a strong root
response.

CONTACT YOUR TARGET SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS SALES
REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE
Turf

Landscape

Golf

Executive Director Report
As the 2021 golf season begins, I am sure we all had
hoped to be “back to normal” but unfortunately, we
are not quite there yet. Signs of optimism are out
there though and with more and more vaccines being
administered daily, perhaps we are not all that far away.
For now though, it is more important than ever for us all
to follow public health protocols as we strive to get past
this pandemic as soon as possible. You all did a great job
in ensuring your staffs and golfers were safe and able to
enjoy their time on the golf course in 2020 so you are
well prepared to do the same for 2021. Good luck and
stay safe.
The AGSA recently held it’s first ever Atlantic Virtual
Turfgrass Conference. It was certainly something very
different but it was also an opportunity for everyone
to hear world class speakers from the comfort of their
own homes of offices. Staging a virtual conference was
no easy task however and the Conference Committee
did a great job of not only producing a great program,
but putting that program, which also included some
9 tech talks and 11 ad spots together and delivering
it quite nicely using the TEAMS format. Thanks as well
to our presenting sponsor, Syngenta Canada, for their
continued support of our education program. Thanks
too to all of our Corporate members that participated in
the Conference. Your support helped greatly in ensuring
the conference was not only an educational success but
also a financial success.
Next year’s conference is booked for the Westin Nova
Scotian in Halifax, NS, from February 15-17, 2022.
Our next event is not the conference however but
instead the AGSA Scramble, presented by Bayer, which
had to be cancelled in 2020. Details of the 2021 Scramble
are still being worked out but as of now, it is scheduled
for Wednesday, August 25th at Mill River Resort in PEI.

With Covid still being a concern and travel still difficult,
we will need to wait and see where we are at in a month
or two.
Be sure to check the website for updates on both of
these events as they become available.
The AGSA has also produced its first Market &
Compensation Survey in a number of years. The 2021
Survey is available to all Class A & B members by
contacting the office. We are hopeful of making this at
the very least a bi-annual survey as well as additional
surveys. Surveys can be very useful but only if you take
the time to fill them in so please when the opportunity
arises, please do so.
Membership dues invoices will be going out in the
next few weeks for the membership year 2021-22. At
our virtual AGM on April 29, the membership approved
a budget that included a 3% increase in most dues
categories, which is only a $5.00 increase for those that
might be wondering. This increase was necessary in part
due to the payment options that we now offer on the
website. Everything comes with a cost unfortunately.
With that, I will wish you all a great season and hope to
see you soon.
Jim Nix, AGS
Executive Director, AGSA

WISHING YOU

385 Frenette Ave. Moncton, NB E1H 3S5

AMANDA GILLIES
506-878-7931

STUART GILLIES
506-872-4004

- MGP PRODUCT LINES -

A SAFE AND
SUCCESSFUL 2021.
WE’RE HERE TO SUPPORT
YOU WITH LEADING PRODUCTS
AND SOLUTIONS.

DIAL UP PLAYABILITY.
FOR FAST, FIRM, FINE TURF.
Turn up the playability and improve turf health with Zipline® ST, our dualaction soil surfactant blend containing a unique bio-extract solution that is
specifically formulated for turf care professionals.

What Does It Do?
Balances Hydration

Improves Water Infiltration

Ready to find out how Zipline ST can positively impact conditions
on your course? Contact your Aquatrols Distributor or visit
Can.Aquatrols.com/Playability.

409 • CAN • 04/27/21

An Exercise in Self Care
By Kevin Moores

The latest surge in Covid numbers here in Nova Scotia
have reintroduced the need to create and enforce
restrictions within the maintenance staff here at
Oakfield. Staggered shift times have helped limit the
number of people that are in the maintenance facility
at one time. Our crew is already split into three, as
to designate which weekends each staff member is
responsible to work, and made for a convenient baseline
to create our schedule. Staff arrive, receive their task,
and are then out on the course to complete their duties.
Any time spent in the shop beyond that is limited and
employees are required to mask up. I anticipated some
grumbling and discontent but was surprised at how
quickly everyone jumped on board.
As divided as things may seem when you turn on the TV
these days, I am truly optimistic that the vast majority of
us are in this together. Despite this optimism, the state
of things the last year plus has brought upon many
instances of anxiety and doubt. At least for me. Whether
it is the difficulties of the aforementioned Covid
protocols, the aftermath of school closures (pretty sure
I can add part time fourth and fifth grade teacher to my
resume at this point), or managing any of the number
of changes in our day to day being, it certainly has not
been easy.
With all of the stress life can cause one to incur, and the
additional difficulties this pandemic has caused, a focus
on self-awareness helps to mitigate the many forms
of anguish coming our way. Something that I attempt
to do frequently is to reflect on my situation and
acknowledge the many ways in which I am fortunate.
Despite the pandemic, I still have my job. So many of
those working in retail and service have been laid off.
Small businesses are struggling to stay afloat. Teachers
have had to manage classrooms of children that are
somehow managing to wear masks all day. And finally,
our doctors, nurses, first responders, and so many
others in various professions, have an entirely new set
of difficult circumstances to navigate on top of already
exceptionally difficult jobs. On the other hand, I am still
employed. My bills are still getting paid. My family’s

roof is still above our heads and there is food still on
our table. I get to be outside every day, breathe fresh
air, and take in the sunlight while being at one of my
favorite places.
My work life has changed very little compared to most.
Something that I do not let escape my mind for very
long. I guess my main takeaway is to be aware and to
check in with yourself. I think many of us have benefitted
from what people like Paul MacCormack have helped
bring to light in this industry. My personality tends to
lean towards emotional suppression. When times get
tough, put your head down and push through it.
It’s not that bad, I tell myself. This tactic has served me
well in many ways and helps to keep a level head when
it’s hitting the fan. I have learned, though, through
experience that there is a cumulative effect that this has
that spans across both your mental and physical being.
While cool and calm most of the time, it becomes more
and more difficult to maintain. And most certainly, that
late August burnout that I am sure most of us feel is
not helped by pushing those negative feelings into the
deep and dark places we try to avoid acknowledging. I
do not meditate in the traditional sense. But being able
to step outside of myself and attempting to evaluate my
thoughts, accepting the good, the bad, and the ugly,
and allowing myself to feel the feelings that are in my
head helps immensely long term. I usually do this while
I am making my morning rounds, or better yet, when
I am behind the wheel of the sprayer, where I know I
will not be bothered! The mind gets a little less cloudy,
a little more empty (in a good way!), and you are better
prepared for tomorrow. Every battle is won before it is
ever fought.

Stay safe, everyone.
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Use soil surfactants from
Precision Laboratories for
your water management
needs this summer.

the

NEST
part 2

by Bradley Allen, Superintendent

It was exactly a year ago today, that first cuts were made on the Nest Greens. I remember this day watching Jason
Dziabel, Assistant Superintendent make the first pass on Hole 2 and thinking to myself “what on earth are we in for”.
Here we sat, the only two members on staff during the height of the Covid-19 pandemic with a full course to maintain
and now an additional 10-hole grow-in. I know most you are already thinking about where you may have been during
this particular time in our history and will remember it for years to come. The bond we have as an Association in
Atlantic Canada particularly stands out and our ability to come together is quite special to be a part of.
I especially felt overwhelmed by the task
at hand with growing in the Nest Greens.
Nearly all of them had been seeded on
September 20th the year before but were
fortunate enough to have a solid stretch
of fall. We escaped with late germination,
with cuts on several, but not all of the
greens before winter. Spring unveiled a jig
saw puzzle of challenges of which 3 greens
were great, 3 greens were washouts, and 4
greens somewhere in between the others.
In addition, as well as anticipated, the
onset of take-all patch was evident in the
bentgrass even by mid-April.
For those of you who know me well and for those that do not, my pessimistic nature had me thinking about things
that were out of my control. I kept thinking about the construction methods and asking myself all kinds of questions
in hopes it would rationalize a reason for these greens to fail. Mostly to make me feel better, but the fact is they could
not. The approach to the build was rather unique and we did not follow any specifications that are typically made
out for building golf greens. The sand, if you can call it that, was made up of screened material on site operated
and produced by staff in-house. We began to process this material in May of 2019 and testing was made in June
Turf News - May 2021
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on two screen sieves: 5mm and 8mm. The 5mm, which
we all hoped to be ideal mix turned out worse off than
the 8mm. Both tests showing large number of fines, but
the percolation rate on the 8mm outcompete the 5mm
from 8.2 in/hr. vs. <1.0, respectively. Regardless, this was
the material we knew the golf course was to be build out
of, therefore a strategy was put in place on how to build
it with what we had.
It was decided that the 8mm sand was to go toward
greens. This was a wrench at the time because we
processed the 5mm with greens in mind and did not
process enough of the 8mm. We did not plan to screen
fairways, but we felt tees made the most sense at 8mm.
Together we worked with Dick Psolla, an Agronomist
of Brookside, to determine some parameters for next
steps. Greens had to be a minimum of 20” depth in
order for the moisture retention to release and was
also determined that despite the fines a gravel layer
was a prerequisite. In addition, we concluded that the
subsurface freely surface drain with no recessed cavity,
even though drainage was installed beneath the gravel
layer. In other words, the capping just bleeds off.
We installed some extra measures to have some
management options moving forward with the drainage
system below greens. An access point was installed at
the header line and sealed off with a gasket cap. We also
installed a backflow preventer at the outlet, which was
also capable of acting like a cap if we wished. To date we
have not used these access points other than to peek
in from time to time, but I feel this contingency could
teach us a lot in the coming years.
Now one of the biggest lessons I learned from Dick was
about drainage and what came next. All other areas of
the course have a basin inlet system that was created
for surface drainage with very little pre-cap drainage.
The key to using the 5mm material and all other freely
capping material was to “Rip” the subgrade to remove
compaction and allow the capping material to better
interface the sub-grade. It works! The only area on the
Nest that holds any water today is where trucks stocked
material and beneath that pile the subgrade was not
ripped. It is now a bit odd to say the tees or surrounds
have finer sand than the greens.
We proceeded to install greens mix and construct the
golf course, meanwhile some scary things started to
show up. We had a 10mm rain event and each of the
greens had puddles (no grass) on them, when the greens
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dried off, they became concrete to the point that we
could not insert an irrigation pin flag in at all. I’ll never
forget the day when I got a call over the radio that some
fellow Superintendents from the USA we’re on site for a
golf trip and wanted to see the Nest. I was thrilled to be
able to show them around and in that group was Steve
Rabideau, Director of Golf Courses at Winged Foot. Steve,
who notably took on a recent renovation of Winged
Foot in preparation for the 2020 US Open was standing
on the 10th hole of the Nest when he asked where the
green was, in which I replied, “you’re standing on it”,
(mix already installed) was a moment I will not forget.

Of course, one of the things we had going for us the
most was the grass itself. As many of you are aware at
Cabot, all other 36 holes, and the putting greens are fine
fescue. In the Nest we planted Mackenzie Bentgrass. We
researched and consulted with many varieties of bents
before arriving at Mackenzie. The goals were to have a
bentgrass that blended well with the fine leaves of the
fescue plants, the right amount of texture and colour
but could still take sand as an example and thrive on low
inputs. We felt it was an ideal fit, although there were
others on the list that could have made a great fit as well.
So back to Spring of 2020, looking at Jason mow the green
that was arguably too soft, with greens full of take-all,
littered with stones, washouts, and bare spots, opening
did not seem plausible. I nonetheless underestimated
the thought process we put into construction and
grass selection in order to have a manageable system
with what we had. This in the end taught me a valuable
lesson. We are the turf managers.
May went by fast, June went by faster. Once the
temperatures elevated and we began to feed the turf,
we were off. Initially we thought everything had to be
reseeded but the bentgrass started to stolonize and fill
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in rapidly. Small, isolated spots were seeded with water
bottles and a divot mix. On the first green the washout
was large enough we decided to transplant some sod
from the edges to other greens. Taking sod that early
was awesome. In the end, the back of the first green we
re-prepped and seeded new. There was a lot of plugging
but even more patience.

we came together to share more ideas than ever. This
definitely helped push things along for us in more ways
than one.

We treated for the take-all while we fed the turf with
carbon-based products as much as we could. Not having
any organic amendments in the mix such as peat we
felt we were starting from scratch. We saw significant
benefits with these, as well as other biological inputs
and the response was compounding to the point we
had them in every tank. We plan to continue this moving
forward, and the product just keeps getting better.
None of what we experienced in 2020 had to do with
the way the greens were built. In the end they turned
out great. The bent is thriving, and we have found a way
to allow it to perform well in less than an ideal rootzone.
There are still times when the surface is too soft to walk
on or too hard to cut a cup or perhaps another challenge
is being faced. Nobody playing the golf course notices
these things and I am fairly confident Steve Rabideau
would be able to stand on the green today and not
know what’s underneath. We have been managing
the bentgrass, either culturally or with our fertility
programs, all while getting the right blend against the
fescue surrounds. It has been a lot of fun and plays great.

I talked with many peers, some of which helped me with
both agronomics and confidence to keep to the grind
and for that I am very thankful. As I mentioned earlier,
our association stands out. While each of us were going
through our own challenges at the onset of Covid-19,

The team here was truly dedicated and excited about
their Short Course. They earned the privilege to be the
first golfers off the tee for opening day in early July and
it was well deserved. I teed off last that event and have
not played since for obvious reasons. “War-Horse” one
of our key staff walking off the first green shouts back
to me “Lets see what you got Brad!” I yelled “FOUR” but
still caught him in the noggin, what a sound! I am happy
to report, the horse is still riding strong, but for now the
Nest and my golf game still need a bit more work.

Nest Night Golf: Starting on August 25, we will be
launching Night Golf on the Nest in which the entire
course will be able to be played in the dark for two
months.
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Spring Irrigation Deals | BUY 4 GET 1 FREE!

TORO Sprinklers, Riserless Bodies or Conversion Assemblies

Did you know that Turf Care offers flexible financing & leasing options?
Gord Johansson, Irrigation Sales & Service Representative
Contact us to learn more:
613-720-2795 or 1-800-561-8873 | gordon.johansson@turfcare.ca

THE EASY CHOICE

WHEN POWER, PERFORMANCE,
VERSATILITY AND COMFORT MATTER.

Contact your local Turf Care representative to find out more about purchase and lease opportunities:
Atlantic Provinces - Rafuse Golf Cars: 902-825-6582 | Ontario and Quebec - Turf Care Products Canada: 1-800-561-8873

@Gr8estShowOnTRF
@TurfCareProdCA
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The terms we use to describe both water and electricity seem very different
but there are some key comparisons that can be made. The force to move
water in the system is called pressure, or PSI, the same pressure term can
be applied to volts or voltage in an electrical system. Just like we refer to
the volume of water available in terms of GPM on the electrical side it is
amperage. Lastly friction lost in the irrigation system comes from the
volume of water moved under pressure in a set pipe size. On the electrical
side it is measured as resistance and is calculated based on wire size or
gauge, voltage (PSI) used and current (amperage)(GPM) demand at the end
of the wire run.
In a water system we can force more water through a given pipe size as
we increase pressure, ( not a good practice over 5 ft/sec)or we can move
larger volumes of water with larger pipe size at the same pressure point.
On the electrical side we can operate a larger hp motor with higher voltage
and use less amperage than a smaller motor operating on lower voltage
and requiring a larger gauge wire. This difference is quickly brought to
light when you compare single phase power to three phase power. A
good example is a 10 hp motor designed to operate on 220 volts single
phase and the same 10 hp motor designed to operate on 575 volts three
phase. In the first example the amperage draw will 38.5 amps while in the
second one it will be 10 amps. Wire size and length of wire will affect these
numbers but the percentage of difference will remain the same. Hence the
lower operating cost for 575 voltage motors.

IRRIGATION CORNER

Two key components of any irrigation system are power and water. For the
majority power comes in the form of electricity but there are still engine
driven systems and a few hybrid systems that operate with both engine
and electrical driven pumps.

In both water and electricity resistance is our enemy and we need to size
pipe or wire to match the demand of the system. Failing to do this on the
water side will create poor precipitation rates and eventually dead grass.
Failure in design on the electrical side will create over heated motors and
ultimately burnt out motors as they will demand higher amperage as
the voltage drops and this in turn will also blow fuses or trip breakers or
ultimately even a fire.
A leaking pipe causes a pressure drop in the irrigation system a nicked wire
causes a voltage drop in the system. With a pressure drop in the water also
comes a drop in GPM, back to the nicked wire not only does the voltage
drop, but so does the amperage. At this point your meter will read voltage
but the minute you add or create an electrical draw the voltage will drop
or become unreadable. Just like a pressure gauge on an open end pipe
where there will be lots flow (amperage) but no pressure (voltage)
Unlike water which is visible and pressure which is not, both voltage and
amperage are invisible, but can be very deadly.
Hopefully these comparisons might help as you work through a wire issue
or electrical power problem.
Barry K Stone CGIA
Turf News - May 2021
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D SARM

®

Featuring Xylem-Pro Technology™

DISEASE
CONTROL
RAPID
MOBILITY

• Take-All Patch
• Summer Patch
• Anthracnose
• Dollar Spot & more

• Xylem & translaminar

movement
• Rainfast in 15 minutes
• Foliar & root uptake

• Greater root mass
• Consistent chlorophyll

PLANT
HEALTH

production

HALO OF PROTECTION
•
•
•

Take-All Patch
Summer Patch
Pythium Blight

•
•
•

DISEASES CONTROLLED

Anthracnose
Pink Snow Mould
Grey Snow Mould

•
•
•

Leaf Spot
Melting Out
Brown Patch

•
•

Dollar Spot
Brown Ring Patch
(Waitea Patch)

DISARM ® is a Group 11 fungicide containing Xylem-Pro technology

specifically engineered to provide quick plant uptake and even
distribution within the plant to deliver a Halo of Protection against
many of the most destructive turf diseases.
DISARM & Xylem-Pro Technology are trademarks of FMC Corporation or an affiliate.
Always read and follow label directions.
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A New All-Electric Rider
eTriFlex Greensmower

eTriflex models carry no hydraulic fluid and utilize all-electric components for
traction, steering, lift and cutting. New Radius Speed (RDS) System for optimal
perimeter cut. Maintain consistent cutting unit clip rate in turns on each individual
reel. Individual wheel speed control for reduced wheel scrubbing. Lift-In-Turn feature
that provides a level cut from side to side particularly in turns.

1-866-455-8873
www.veseysequipment.com
Greensmaster eTriFlex 3370

Greensmaster eTriFlex 3360

Lithium-ion Battery Model with 48-Volt Samsung batteries. Virtually
silent operation. Operational cost savings. Ample power for a wide
range of applications both on and off the greens. Including ample
power for accessories and a robust transport speed of 10 mph.

Engine/generator model with 14 hp Kawasaki with battery assist
technology and up to 23% fuel savings. Amazingly quiet operation.
Operational cost savings. Ample power for a wide range of
applications both on and off the greens. Including ample power
for accessories and a robust transport speed of 10 mph.
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BEHIND THE GRASS

aN AGSA Superintendent Profile

MICHEL BOURGEOIS, Le Portage Golf Club

To start us off Michel, I know it came as a surprise for you but tell us how it feels to be the AGSA Jack Fairhurst
Superintendent of the Year for 2020.
It came as a complete surprise. When I received the word that I had been chosen as the 2020 Superintendent of the
year, I was thinking that there must be some mistake … there must be someone out there who is more deserving
of this award than me. Truth be told, I barely consider myself as a full fledged golf Superintendent. I have done the
job for many years, and strive for excellent course conditions, but there is no accreditation, and there are aspects of
the profession which certainly could be improved upon. Having said that, I am honored to be recognized as the Jack
Fairhurst Superintendent of the year. It affirms that I must be doing something right :)
Before we get into the turf side of things, maybe tell us a little bit about the Bourgeois family and what you
like to do when you are not at the golf course.
Born and raised in Cheticamp, NS and 26 years married to my wife Denise. No
children but love dogs. Lost our NS Duck Tolling Retriever (Finnegan) last year
but scheduled to get a Golden (hopefully a geese chaser) this coming Fall.
The second part of this question was an eye opener … seems like I’m always at
the golf course :) The few hours spent away from the course are mostly spent
walking the dog, house renovations, reading, and volunteering as member of
the Kinsmen Club of Canada.
You are at Le Portage Golf Club in Cheticamp, NS. I suspect many of our
readers have not made their way down to your part of the province. Where
exactly is Cheticamp and what is the main industry there.
Cheticamp is located on the west side of Cape Breton Island, on the world
famous Cabot Trail, nestled next to the Cape Breton Highlands National Park.
18
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It is known for its’ Acadian heritage, hospitality, and
ridiculously high winds. Its’ main industries are fishing
and tourism.
I suspect you do see a lot of tourists, at least in years
other than 2020. Does your course see many golfers
that are not from the region and/or the province?
There is a staggering amount of tourists that go through
the village during the summer months (in a non-Covid
year). The majority I suspect are here for the Cabot Trail
but a certain percentage stop over and play our course.
Those that do, are not disappointed :)
So, Le Portage Golf Club. I have heard many good
things about your course. Tell us a bit about it. How
many hole, how old is it, who was the architect, etc.
The idea for a golf course in the Cheticamp area began
brewing in the 1970s. Locals at the time were playing
Highlands Links (about 45 minutes away), and were
longing for a course they could call their own. An
architect was secured (Robert Moote) and construction
(mostly through local contractors and government
assisted labor) began in the early 80s. Monies were
scarce so construction was done on a piecemeal basis.
Through frugal financial management and sheer
determination, the first 9 holes officially opened in 1986.
After a brief hiatus, the remaining 9 holes (designed by
Roberts’ son David Moote) were completed and opened
for play in 1997.

me and the realization that Le Portage could become a
superb golf course. Working within budget constraints,
it certainly took a while, and there is definitely still
room for improvement, but I believe that goal has been
achieved. During those early years, various people from
the industry helped us out and kept us on the right
track. Eventually, mostly through educational programs
and end results, we became comfortable with the
maintenance path we had chosen.
So if you have been a superintendent for this long,
you must truly have a passion for the job. What
are the 2 or 3 things you enjoy most about the
profession? On the other hand, are there things you
would like to see changed in the industry?
I am an artist at heart so I love and appreciate the fine
lines, curves, and contrasts that a well maintained
golf course provides. The profession also provides
connection with nature on a daily basis. Being a golf
superintendent provides an environment mostly free of
social interactions which is appealing to me.
Public perception of the golf superintendent, although
improved immensely over the years, still has a way to go.

I think much as myself, this is the only course you
have been the superintendent. How long have you
been there now and is retirement on the horizon
maybe?
2021 marks my 30th season as Superintendent at Le
Portage. The end of the 2024 season is in my sights. I
will probably still be at the course after that, but in a
different capacity.
What made you want to be a superintendent? Did
you have any mentors or people that influenced
your decision to become one?
Like many young adults, it was unclear to me at the
time as to which career path to choose. I started
summer work at Le Portage in 1985 during my 3rd year
of university, and basically never left (apart from a brief
hiatus from 1990-96 to pursue other interests). On the
onset, no one had a clue as to how to maintain a golf
course. I think it’s this learning curve which appealed to
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What would you say has been the biggest change in
the role of a golf course superintendent in general
and more specifically, how has your job changed
over the last several years?
I would say the trend towards the administrative side
of turf management. Here is where I don’t particularly
identify with being a full fledged superintendent, as
there are distinct roles which I simply cannot fulfill due
to the innumerable other duties (due to lack of staffing)
that I do to ensure acceptable course quality. In other
words, my hands get pretty dirty :) So for me, apart
from having to play with new equipment or new and
improved products and ideas, the job is basically static.
What would be the one or two key points you might
give a young person looking to become a golf course
superintendent and what should they most prepare
themselves for?
Once beyond the basics, turf management can be as
simple or as complicated as you want it to be. I feel
certain personal qualities may help in being a successful
golf superintendent, among these are leadership,
dedication, pride, work ethic, attention to detail, and
an eye for the aesthetically pleasing. It takes a lot of
effort and time to maintain a golf course, but if done
right, the rewards (not necessarily financial) will pay off
dramatically.
Are you an avid golfer yourself and in case some day
I get to go down and play a round with you, would
you like to share your handicap?
I am not an avid golfer but am aware of what conditions
they are looking for. I will go out 1-2 times / week
(mostly league play) to get a different perspective. I
usually don’t keep score when I play my own game (it
is so much less frustrating, and play seems to improve).
The last registered handicap was around 22 :)
If you could visit any golf course or tournament in
the world, where and what would it be?
Had to think about this one … probably a course like
TPC Scottsdale when the rough is dormant and straw
colored, contrasted with the dark green fairways …
beautiful :)
Staffing is always a challenge for golf course
superintendents. I would suspect being in a
relatively remote area, it may be a problem for you
as well. Is that the case and if so, where do you find
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your staff? How many staff do you have in peak
season at Le Portage?
It certainly is a problem. Whereas the pay rates are
relatively low, we attract the older generation, mostly
retired folk where high income is deemed somewhat
less important, most having alternate income sources.
Enticing younger people, even with the promise of
reasonable pay and a rewarding career is almost
impossible. Our maintenance staff numbers hover
around 10, including myself and equipment technician.
2020 was certainly a challenge for the golf industry
and for most industries and businesses. What
started out very scary turned in to a reasonably
busy and successful year for many clubs as people
looked for alternative ways to be entertained and to
do something resembling normal. What were your
biggest challenges dealing with Covid and do you
see 2021 being very much different?
Like every other course, we were unsure as to the
direction 2020 would take us. Looking back however, it
was one of our most profitable years in recent history.
We have been lucky in this area, as there have been no
recorded cases of Covid-19 to date. Besides dealing with
the required safety protocols, it was mostly business as
usual on the maintenance side of golf operations. We
expect 2021 to be similar.
Can you give us a look at your greens management
program at Le Portage? I suspect you are gearing
things up for the season if you haven’t already
started. When would your club normally open for
the season, recognizing of course, this could be
quite varied?
My greens management program is probably similar
to other courses, with the exception of maybe higher
fertility. I’ve never been a big fan of starving turf to get
desired outcomes. As a result, loss of turf is minimal (in
30 years I’ve rarely had to overseed any areas on the
course due to loss of turf) pest pressure has also been
relatively light, and turf conditions appear to have been
consistently very good to excellent.
The course officially opens in mid-May, but members
(~150) are typically able to play around May1st.
Can you identify what your biggest turf challenges
might be?
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Presently, my biggest challenge is not with turf but
with bunkers. 60 huge bunkers and minimal staff is
not a good combination. It is a continual challenge to
keep the bunkers in respectable condition. Irrigation is
another headache. The lack of an irrigation “technician”
certainly places additional stresses on an already heavy
workload. As most can relate, golf turf management
with a relatively minimal budget is always a challenge.
I know you have been a long time member of the
AGSA and maybe the CGSA as well. What do you see
as being the benefits of an association such as the
AGSA?
Joined both the CGSA and AGSA at about the same
time. Both provide educational and networking
opportunities among other benefits. Sadly, I have not
taken advantage of such benefits over the years to the
extent that I probably should have.
If you had not become a golf course superintendent,
what would you most likely be doing?
My family on my father’s side were seafaring men, and
I can somewhat feel the lure of the sea. Something in a
naval capacity, possibly Coast Guard, would have been

interesting. Had I been exposed to the sea as a young
lad, we probably wouldn’t be having this conversation
:) Other possibilities include graphic artist or CAD
draftsperson. In my other life (1990-96), I actually was
a mechanical CAD draftsperson, but eventually came
back to golf.
Our staffs rarely get the recognition they deserve.
Tell us about your key staff members and what they
do at Le Portage?
I have 2 key staff members, one of which is the equipment
technician. With a relatively small equipment fleet, a
good technician is an invaluable asset. Like myself, the
other green staff member has been here a long time
and is familiar with all equipment and procedures thus
being able to handle any task at a moments notice. In
addition, having an excellent general manager who
understands all aspects of turf management makes the
job of superintendent much easier.
Thanks Michel and congratulations once again on
being named the AGSA Superintendent of the Year.
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PICK A PATTERN
by Paul MacCormack

As Superintendents we are very familiar with patterns.
They affect our jobs in a great many ways. We fine tune
mowing patterns on a daily basis. We keep schedules
and time clocks to maintain the work patterns for our
teams. And we keep meticulous records of all of our
comings and goings in order to recognize flaws in the
pattern in order to make any necessary corrections to
keep our operations running smoothly.
One pattern we tend to follow more than any other,
some would day even religiously, is the weather. Over
the years many Greenkeepers develop what could
be deemed a sixth sense in the ability to predict the
weather. With the amount of weather watching that
we do this shouldn’t be surprising. Weather affects just
about everything we do in our profession.
As the climate continues to shift and change right under
our noses, the weather of our younger years now seems
a distant memory. Weather patterns are becoming less
and less predictable. Whole seasons have shifted by
weeks or even months and there has been an increase
in catastrophic weather events.
In addition to weather shifts, this past year has also been
one of great volatility and instability when it comes to
our societal patterns.
Things once held as sacrosanct have proven unstable
and unreliable. Our systems of governance, economics
and culture at large have struggled under the weight
of the pandemic and new models of operation have
seemingly sprung up overnight. This massive change
has left a great many people feeling unsure of many
things they once took for granted.
With this disruption comes a unique opportunity for not
only society as a whole, but also for us as individuals.
It’s given us an unprecedented chance to step back and
look at the patterns that govern our own lives and begin
to get curious about them. Our habits, our defaults, our
stories about how things are all come into question
when we go through major events.
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When we look at our journey as a whole rather than
just what we had for lunch yesterday, are there any
observable patterns? If we pause and look at how our
own life has unfolded, can we see patterns that have led
both to success and difficulty?
These are fascinating questions to ask ourselves, and
if approached with kindness and curiosity, we might
be interested to see what arises in response. If we
can observe the mosaic of our lives, see patterns of
behaviour that have worked against us in some way, we
can work to ensure that we don’t repeat them again.
We might also see that some of this behaviour was
completely beyond our control; a simple by product of
our upbringing and cultural influences or any traumas
we might have endured. Once we can bring these
patterns into our conscious awareness, we can see them
for what they are and make peace with them.
Patterns often times repeat themselves until something
comes along to disrupt the chain of events. The disruption
can be something huge like a global pandemic or more
minor such as a curious question asked of oneself while
sitting on the front porch enjoying the sunset. Either
way, when we realize that nothing is permeant, we have
the power to recognize and change long held patterns
in our lives with greater ease.
Wishing you the great gift of pausing with the questions
and breathing with the answers.
Thanks for reading!
Be well,
Paul
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PREVENTION BEGINS AT 55
Originally published on April 16, 2021
By John Daniels, agronomist, Northeast Region
Reproduced with permisssion from USGA

Whether you’re trying to prevent crabgrass or troublesome
soil-borne diseases, 55 degrees Fahrenheit is an important
number to remember. That is the soil temperature at
which preventative treatments should occur for many turf
diseases including fairy ring, take-all patch and Pythium
root dysfunction.
Applying a fungicide too early, or too late for that matter,
can result in poor protection and leave your greens
susceptible to damage this summer. Proper timing is just as
important as selecting an appropriate fungicide for a given
disease. Even the most effective products can be rendered
ineffective if not delivered at the correct dose and time.
Don’t let soil-borne diseases sneak up on you, particularly
for sites that have a history of disease damage. Monitor
soil temperatures at a 2-inch depth and make applications
only when conditions are within the proper window. Some
diseases are best controlled at 55 degrees whereas others,
like summer patch, are best controlled at 65 degrees. This
could be a difference of several weeks. Understand the
recommended control temperatures for each disease
you are trying to manage and only treat when those
environmental conditions are met.
It is important to remember that a well-timed preventative
fungicide treatment can not only reduce the likelihood of
damage but could also result in less product being used
compared to a wait-and-see approach. As the saying goes,
an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
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Stay The Course
Welcome back everyone to another season of golf turf maintenance. Here at Brudenell River/Dundarave golf
courses, we are enjoying the spring with little to no winter damage. I hope everyone else is enjoying thesame.
This past winter I did a virtual presentation for the Atlantic Golf Superintendents Association . For months
before, I took notes on what topics I would speak about and what I would say. In my head it was terrific!!! When
reality hit, I chewed through my topics in a quarter of the time I thought it would take. I moved onto other
topics, and then realized I had missed points on previous topics, and found myself jumping all over the map .
The same thing can happen to us with our work day when we are diagnosing a problem. A lot of times when we
are on the drive to work we are planning our work day in our head. Goals like I am going to grind those green
mower heads, or I’m going to service a fairway unit, or I’m going to adjust the bed knives on the tee mowers
sound realistic. But quickly after the day starts, you are dealing with a blown hydraulic line on a greens mower,
or a flat tire on a tractor.
Nevertheless the stuff you were planning all day still has to get done. Even though the plan doesn’t always play
out, it is still good to have one. As much as I was all over the map with my presentation, without a plan it would
have been a lot worse.
The same goes with diagnosing a piece of equipment. Before you start, take a look over what is working and
what is not and come up with a plan on where to start and work from there. Different from my presentation or
a day at work, it is very important to follow the plan. Especially if we have two pieces of equipment the same we
have a tendency to start grabbing relays and switches from the other one to try and fix our problem.
Sometimes this pays off and you get a quick fix. The down side if you just start switching a bunch of parts you
lose track of where you are and where you were and you are further behind then when you started.
For example, switching out a switch without at least seeing if it has power going to it or ground if it is a switchto-ground switch. Pick a starting point and work from there. Think of what the circuit needs to run . For example,
to engage the reels on a John Deere 7500 you need PTO input, seat switch input, and brake off input. If you look
at your lights on your module it can quickly see what you are missing and start tracing that circuit.

Service Tips
Make sure your electric cart battery connections are clean and protected.
The price of batteries is getting unbelievably high. Proper battery maintenance
has never been so important.
I know I say the same thing every spring, but I can’t stress enough the
importance of putting fuel additives in our tanks or equipment.
Tire pressure is also very important. Not only will the equipment give you
a better cut, they will wear more evenly. Tires are another thing that are
getting expensive and even hard to get sometimes.
I wish everyone a great season. Let’s hope the bubble can open and
maybe we’ll even get to see each other in person!
Jamie Matheson
Head mechanic, Brudenell River / Dundarave Golf Courses

Mill River Resort, site of AGSA Scramble 2021

Trim & Surrounds Mowers

Take performance and
operation to the next level!
PrecisionCut™

7200A 19.69 kW (26.4 hp)

Diesel Engine
GRIP All-Wheel Drive
Traction System
Front and rear
roller options

The golf business is
not a 9 to 5 job.

And no one understands that better
than Green Diamond Equipment
You can do
business with
us 24/7.
Anytime.
Anywhere

Both mowers feature the
Competitive
lease and finance
rates available
through John
Deere Financial.

Final Tier 4 compliant
without sacrificing
horsepower

TerrainCut™ 7400A

31 kW (41.6 hp) Direct Inject
Turbocharged Diesel Engine
TechControl™ Display
locks in performance,
and uptime
LoadMatch™ to
maintain cut
quality

exclusive Width On Demand
system, right at the operator’s
fingertips. Operators can
change the width of cut on
the go with the simple toggle
of a switch. And both also
have the Reach Trimming
System, which allows you to
extend either the front left or
front right deck 15 in. beyond
the outside edge of the tire,
allowing you to trim around
bunkers and other areas.

Access your transactions, order parts,
pay invoices, request service, view
guides and browse equipment- using
your phone, tablet or computer.
Our busy customers appreciate being
able to get work done when it’s
convenient for them:
Diamond Connect is a great tool to
have in your toolbox. I can order parts
online on my time (early morning) then
receive updates with pick up/shipment
times right to my email. It works great
for the hours I keep.
-Bob Pruneau, Links at Brunello
Sign up at:

“

”

www.green-diamond.ca
If you need assistance, contact your
local representative.

For more info or a demo, contact your rep:
Mark Perry- New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island 782-377-1884
Markperry@green-diamond.ca
Shane Decoste- Eastern Nova Scotia/Cape
Breton and Nfld & Labrador 902-870-1949
Shanedecoste@green-diamond.ca

New Brunswick

Colton Parsons- Golf Operations Manager
Mainland Nova Scotia Sales 902-692-1981
coltonparsons@green-diamond.ca

Moncton ..................................... 506-388-3337
Woodstock ............................... 506-325-6150
Sussex.......................................... 506-432-6470
Grand Falls ............................... 506-473-6963
Miramichi .................................. 506-773-6013

Harold Larter- Golf and Turf Service Manager
902-894-6296 Haroldlarter@green-diamond.ca
Stratford location Toll Free: 1-833-534-1218

Kentville ...................................... 902-678-5555
Middleton .................................. 902-825-3042
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Nova Scotia
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Halifax ........................................... 902-450-0712
Upper Onslow ....................... 902-662-2516
New Glasgow ......................... 902-396-4125
Antigonish ................................ 902-863-5991

Prince Edward Island

Summerside ........................... 902-436-4244
Bloomfield ................................ 902-853-2535
Stratford ..................................... 902-569-2500

